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Description (from sponsor):
This workshop will feature some of our newest innovations in implant dentistry. The On1 concept is unique. It’s the first concept to preserve the connective tissue structure and maintain full restorative and surgical flexibility. The concept also radically simplifies the restorative procedure, as the On1 Base moves the restorative platform of Nobel Biocare conical connection implants from bone level to tissue level. It remains in position from implant placement to finalization, which leaves the soft tissue undisturbed for optimized healing. This workshop will focus on single implant placement with immediate restoration featuring our On1 Concept.

Objectives:
- Recall the On1 concept and the importance of the implant-abutment connection.
- State the benefits of the On1 concept both biologically and restoratively.
- Describe the digital and analog workflows for the On1 concept.
- Identify how to avoid restorative-driven implant complications.
- Recognize when to offer immediate implant placement and the technique involved.
- Identify when to utilize provisional implant restorations for patients on day of surgery.
- Summarize how the digital workflow can help in all aspects of implant dentistry.